
 

 

Your gate protects you. Make sure your gate is protected. 
 

Your electric gate is the first perimeter deterrent to protect you from crime. Ensure that your gate and 
gate motor are always securely protected. 
 

 Suspects often lift the electric gate to gain access to the property. You can prevent this by securing the gate 

with anti-lift brackets. 
 

 Ensure that your gate motor is secured in a steel casing or bracket,  

which is locked at all times. Suspects often place their hands through 
the gate if your gate motor is unsecured and switch the gate to manual 
to access your property. 
 

 Make use of a good quality insurance-rated lock to secure the motor’s 

theft-resistant cage.  
 

 Suspects often press the intercom to see if the home is occupied.  

Certain technologies enable you to connect your intercom system to 
your smartphone so that you’ll know if someone has pressed the 
intercom button. 
 

 Ensure that you are using a modern gate remote with up-to-date 

technology - older remotes can be copied or the settings replicated. 
 

 

Electric Fence Maintenance 
 
Avoid an unwanted shock – ensure that you maintain your electric fence. 
 

 Check your electric fence regularly for damaged, broken or 

corroded wires, and damaged insulators. 
 

 Prune trees and shrubs regularly to ensure that foliage does 

not touch the electric fence wires, and remove any dead insects 
or other debris from inside the insulators that could ground the wires. 
 

 Ensure that the fence wires’ tension is correct. If the wires are 

earthing, the fence will short and cause false alarms. 
 

 Remember that you need to replace the energiser battery regularly. 
 

 Physically check that the electric fence zones correspond 

with the zone display. 
 

 Test your electric fence regularly to make sure the alarm activates. 
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